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Architect: Samuel C. Holladay, AIA Contractor: Yoder Homes Interior Design: Pamela R. Holladay, ASID, Seibert Architects PA Photographer: Ryan Gamma Photography Other: Ortiz Tropical Landscapes and Gardening

This house was originally designed in 1958. Since then, the architects have executed its present design with renovations in 
both 1972 and 2016. The present design creates an honest relationship with the original mid-century modern architecture by 
visually extending the interior to the exterior with a bold open plan and expansive glass walls that optimize outdoor views of the 
waterway. The initial renovation in the early ‘70s updated the kitchen and existing foyer as well as added a master bedroom suite 
above the existing garage. The most recent renovation, completed in 2016, consisted of an ending to deferred maintenance, 
replacing stucco with original wood siding, updating interior finishes, pruning existing trees, replacing damaged wood framing 
and adjacent surfaces, replacing the broken heaved concrete driveway with limestone gravel, providing a new landscape plan, 
providing a drainage plan, updating the building color and new roofing. Several of the original terrazzo floors had been tiled 
or carpeted. The tile and carpet were removed, and the terrazzo was refinished. Demolishing a considerable amount of the 
existing terrazzo floors allowed the obsolete underslab plumbing to be replaced. Much of the existing interior tile work was 
refurbished, patched and repaired. Interior cypress paneling was stripped of older finishes, and a new stain was applied. Non-
functioning sliding glass doors were made operable while the six-inch glass jalousie windows were preserved. Today the house 
is fully functional with the resourcefulness of preserving and nourishing existing materials, a coordinated effort that included the 
owner, the contractor, the interior designer and the architect.
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